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Join Mouse from If You Give a Mouse a Cookie as he celebrates Valentineâ€™s Day with all the

friends he loves.
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I am really surprised at how many negative reviews there are for this book. This is not in the same

line of books as the "If You Give a Mouse a Cookie" one by the same author, despite having the

same character. These are geared for babies and young toddlers. (Hence the BOARD book, as

another reviewer commented. Board books are not typically intended for older children.)My

daughter loves this book and laughs every time you open it to the "Who's at the door?" page.These

are great books for babies.

Very simplistic storytelling with charming illustrations about a creative mouse making various

Valentines for his closest animal friends and each page describing what he sees in them with the

final page having all his friends visiting him before he has a chance to deliver them. Nice hardcover

with very thick page boards for a thoughtful Valentine gift.



My daughter loves the Give a mouse a cookie book, but this one is horrible...literally, "happy

valentines pig, happy valentines giraffe, happy valentines fox, the end."

This book fell short of my expectations. The story is overly simplistic, with barely one sentence per

page. Cute if it's your first "Mouse" book, but I think you will be disappointed otherwise.

I bought this for my inquisitive three year old. We both really enjoyed it.

This was bought as a gift, but young children really love these books. They are not too long and

have really great themes throught the books that draws kids attention.

This is a very cute board book for babies and toddlers. I am a mom of two toddlers; a 4-year-old son

and 2-year-old daughter. They both enjoy reading this book with me. The writing is simplistic so that

it is easy for young children to understand. Mouse makes valentines for all his friends; he makes

each of his friends a special personalized card based on what they like. In addition to being a nice

quick read for my toddlers, this book also helped motivate them (especially my son) to want to make

valentines.

I work with preschoolers and wanted a simple book that I could use for Valentine's day. This is it! It

is simple and not too wordyâ€¦.their attentions are short :) I like that the mouse makes valentines for

his animal friends. That made it simple for me to find some toy animals to use with the story to make

it even more interesting for the children. Of course, we followed up the story with some making of

our own Valentines. The book arrived quickly and was in 'new' condition, as described.
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